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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT
CONFIDENTIAL
MEMORANDUM

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-409763)  DATE: OCT 30 1964
FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100-117844) (P)
SUBJECT: MARK LANE
SM-C
(00: NY)

Reference is made to NYlet, dated 9/10/64, and
NY airtel, dated 9/16/64.

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are nine copies
and for Dallas two copies of a LHM, dated and captioned as
above, concerning subject's series of lectures held at the
Jan Hus Theatre, 351 East 74th St., NYC, from 8/25/64
through 10/3/64.

Sources who furnished information contained in
the LHM in order of their appearance are as follows:

First Source  FRANK SWEENEY (PS)
Second Source  MICHAEL TUTNAVER (PSI)
Third Source  NY 4432-S
Fourth Source  NY 1991-S
Fifth Source  NY 3388-S

BPM: djm
(9)
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Sixth Source
Seventh Source
Eighth Source
Ninth Source
Tenth Source
Eleventh Source
Twelfth Source
Thirteenth Source
Fourteenth Source
Fifteenth Source
Sixteenth Source
Seventeenth Source
Eighteenth Source
Nineteenth Source
Twentieth Source
Twenty First Source
Twenty Second Source
Twenty Third Source
Twenty Fourth Source

NY 3620-S
NY 4253-S
NY 2784-S
CARMEN PINTO-TAMEIRAO (PS)
NY 2587-S
NY 2405-S
HARRY PAYNE MILLER (PS)
NY 4515-PSI
NY 2590-S
NY 2529-S
NY 2101-S
NY 4098-PSI
NY 2750-S
EDNA RILEY (PS)
NY 4029-S
NY 4056-S
Dr. JAMES F. SLEVIN (PS)
NY 2381-S
NY 2299-S
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Twenty Fifth Source NY 3867-S
Twenty Sixth Source CHARLES W. CAMPBELL (PS)
Twenty Seventh Source NY 2517-S
Twenty Eighth Source NY 4605-R
Twenty Ninth Source BRUCE GELB (PS)
Thirtieth Source NY 3868-S

Enclosed LHM has been classified "Confidential" because it contains information from the above sources of the FBI. It is felt the unauthorized disclosure of information attributed to these sources could possibly compromise them and thus be injurious to the national defense.

The pretext telephone calls on 9/9/64 and 9/28/64 were conducted by SA RONALD E. YOUNG to the Citizens' Committee of Inquiry, 156 Fifth Avenue, NYC, under the guise of a person interested in LANE's defense of LEE HARVEY OSWALD.

Two copies of this communication are being furnished to the Dallas Division in view of their interest in this matter.

Investigation continuing at New York.
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